OVERVIEW: Sec. 34.27 of S.L. 2018-5, as amended by Sec. 16.10 of S.L. 2018-74, authorizes the issuance of a "National/State Mottos" license plate.

This section became effective July 1, 2018.

BILL ANALYSIS:

Sec. 34.27 of S.L. 2018-5, as amended by Sec. 16.10 of S.L. 2018-74, authorizes the creation of a "National/State Mottos" license plate containing the motto of the United States "In God We Trust" printed at the top of the plate and the State motto "To Be Rather Than To Seem" on a background image representative of the American Flag.

This section makes conforming changes to other statutes regarding required license plates on vehicles.

EFFECTIVE DATE: This section became effective July 1, 2018.